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Abstract
I like apples and have been eating them since I can remember. I have been taking apples in my lunch bag since kindergarten 
and they get brown. I wanted to know what I could do to keep the apples from browning. I used pink lady apples. I used 
lemon juice, lime juice, and lemon-lime juice to pour over the top of sliced pink lady apples. My hypothesis was that 
lemon-lime would work the best because lemon keeps it from browning and the lime keeps it from browning also, so the 
combination of them would be the best. My results were that the lemon and lime separate were tied in browning and the 
lemon-lime mixture worked the best. My hypothesis was correct.

 



Big Question
What citrus juice will keep apples from browning?

https://pixabay.com/vectors/apple-fruit-manzana-healthy-3811953/


Hypothesis
I think that when you cut apples and put lemon lime juice on them it will keep them from browning because the lemon keeps 
the apple from browning and the lime keeps the apple from browning also.



Materials
three limes, three lemons,three,apples,three,dishes,knife,camera and a timer

https://pixabay.com/vectors/lime-food-fruit-green-fresh-3000574/
https://pixabay.com/vectors/lemon-fruit-yellow-food-citrus-25244/
https://pixabay.com/vectors/kitchen-knife-cut-chop-slice-tool-30015/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Red_apple.svg
https://freesvg.org/vector-drawing-of-cartoon-blue-underwater-camera
https://pixabay.com/vectors/jar-empty-clear-red-cup-container-310571/


Procedures 
Design an experiment I will use three juices ; lime juice, lemon juice, and lemon lime juice. I will put the juices on 
apple slices from the same apple. I will put the apple slices in three of the same container. I will note every hour witch 
apple slices are starting to brown and take photos. Control all of the variables I will use three apple slices from he 
same apple. I will be placing the apple slices in three of the same container. I will be placing the containers on the 
same place on the counter.



Data



Graphs
(Insert a graph of your data findings)



Results
The juice that kept the apple from browning the longest was lemon-lime. When I looked at my results, all the juices except 
the base kept the apples from browning for thirty minutes. In one hour the lime, the lemon and the lemon-lime still kept 
the apple from getting completely brown. The juice that kept the apple from browning the least was the lime juice and the 
lemon juice.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Red_apple.svg


Conclusions 
 If I did the science experiment again, I would change the amount of juice that I put on. I could also change the type of 
apple I used and keep the juices the same and see if the lemon-lime would do the best. My hypothesis was correct, because the 
juice that kept the apple from getting completely brown the longest was lemon-lime.



Research
Apple slices that have turned brown are fine to eat, they don't look good to eat though(I have not seen a person except my dad who eats brown apples!) The apples turn brown because 
of a chemical reaction: enzymes in the cut surface oxidize when exposed to air. According to my research there are pantry items to keep apples from browning and they are salt water 
lemon juice and lemon lime soda 
No matter how your apple s are they are not appetizing once they’ve gotten brown—which takes a total of two minutes.
picurious.com/expert-advice/how-to-keep-apples-from-turning-brown-article

Martin Poole/Digital Vision/Getty Images
Most plants contain polyphenol oxidase, an enzyme stored in their cells that reacts to the oxygen in the air, a process called oxidation that causes apple flesh to turn brown. The acid 
in lemon juice interferes with this by stopping the reaction between the two substances. The process is believed to serve as a defense mechanism by discouraging animals and insects 
from further damaging the plants. Chemical Reaction
Once added to sliced apples, the ascorbic acid, or vitamin C, in lemon juice creates a barrier between the oxygen and the polyphenol oxidase. Until the lemon juice has evaporated or 
been completely absorbed, the oxygen reacts with the ascorbic acid, preventing the apple from turning brown. The more acidic a substance is, the more capable it is of preventing apples 
from turning brown during preparation. Among other characteristics, fruits are categorized by their pH, or acidity, content. The pH of lemon juice is about 2.0, which makes it acidic 
enough to completely deactivate the polyphenol enzyme.
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